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THE COMPRESSIBLE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER WITH HEAT TRANSFER AND ARBITRARY 
i PRESSURE GRADIENT 1, 2 
By CLARENCE n. COHEN and ELI RESHOTKO 
SUMMARY 
" An approximate method for the calculation oj the com-
pressible laminar boundary layer wit/I heat tran.~fer and 
rtrbitrary pressure gradient, based on Thwaites' correlation 
concept, is presented. The method results from the application 
oj Stewartson's tran.10rmation to Prandtl's equations, which 
yields a nonlinear set oj two first-order d~tlerential equations. 
:These equations are then expressed in terms of dimensionless 
parameters related to, the wall shear, t,he surface heat transfer, 
rtnd the tran8formed free-stream velocity. Thwaites' concept 
pf the unique interdependence of these parameters is assumed. 
the evaluation of these quantities is then carried out b1l11tilizing 
exact solutions recently obtained. 
: With the resulting relations, methods are derived for the 
calculation of ,the two-dimensional and axially symmetric 
laminar boundary layer with arbitrary free-stream velocity 
rlistribution, Mach ntlmber, and surface temperature level. 
,: The combined effect of heat transfer and pressure gradient 
~s demonstrated by apply~ng the method to calculate the char-
acteristics of the boundary layer on thin supersonic surfaces 
and in a highly cooled, convergent-divergent, axially symmetric 
rocket nozzle. 
stricted to zero pressure gradient, while those of reference (j 
ullow small pressure gradients. The developments of refer-
ence 7 nre restricted to small heat transfer and low Milch 
number. Solutions obtained by assuming that fluid proper-
ties are constant or that the Mach number is essentially zero 
are obtained in references 8 to 10. Those solutions of 
references 11 to 13 that are for a Prandtl number of 1 are 
not restricted in range of compressibility, pressure gradient, 
or heat transfer. However, they apply to specific types of 
free-stream velocity distribution that are iIlfl.ppropriate for 
general practical problems. 
In 1921, von Kllrmun (ref. 14) recognized that to solve the 
skin-friction problem it was not necessary to have the exact 
and complicated solution, but that it would be quite satis-
factory to evnluate average quantities across the layer if 
they could he related to the surface values. The concepts 
of displacement and momentum thicknesses were introduced, 
thus considerably simplifying the mathematics of the prob-
lem. With this integral method, if the form of the veloeity 
profile is related to a single parameter, a method of calculat-
ing the boundary layer is obtained. Pohlhausen (ref. 15) 
carried out this method by postUlating a quurtic velocity 
INTRODUCTION profile depending upon the local pressure gradient. A num-
; In recent years, with the advent 'of laminar airfoils and bel' of investigators have extended Pohlhausen's method to 
with the observation of laminar boundary layers at Reynolds compressible flows over insulated surfaces. '--' 
numbers as high as 50X 106 (ref. 2), the ability to reliably With the presence of heat transfer at the surface, the com-
~stimate viscous flow and heat-transfer effects for a laminar' pressible problem becomes more complex. Kalikhmnll (ref. 
boundary layer has become increasingly important. More- . 16) d'efined certain heat-flow quantitics allalogous to the 
~ver, with high-altitude flight becoming more common, the l' displacement a:nd momentum thicknesses nnd, ill a Illnnner 
subsequent lower Reynolds numbers encountered should imill1r to Pohlhausen's, developed a complex iterative 
{nore ftequently produce a laminar boundary )ayer. Sta- .,', rocedure for the 'solution of the general problem.' More 
pility calculations based on the theory of Lees and Lin recently, references 17 to 20 have furtllCr developed this 
(ref. 3) have also emphasized the possibilities of maintaining technique. The' preceding methods are tcdious, since they 
it laminar boundary layer through cooling of aerodynamic require a solution of at least one ordinnry differential equa-
surfaces. The effect of favorable pressure gradients in tion for any particular problem. 
~ncreasing the stability of laminar boundary layers may Thwaites'method (rcf. 21) does not require the solution of 
~lso make solutions to the laminar problem applicable to ordinary differential equations. In that formulation, it is 
the design of nozzles and turbine blades. suggested that the basic goal of an integral approach might 
I Solutions of the laminar-houndary-Iayer equations that be achieved if the problem is considered as that of relating 
Include effects of compressibility, pressure gradient, and the wall shear, its normal derivative at the wull, and the 
heat transfer have been quite limited in number. Of the form factor (ratio of displacement thickness) to one another 
exact solutions, most have restrictions of range or applica- without specifying a type of profile. To this end, nondimension-
tion, or both. The solutions of references 4 and 5 are re- al forms of these quantities were defined and were evaluated 
! 1 Sup2rsedes N ACA TN 3326, "The Compressible Laminar Boundary Layer with Heat Tr~nsfer and Arbitrary Pr~ssure Gradient," by Clarence B, Cohen and Ell Re hotko, 1955, 
I • The prinCipal developments of this paper, which Is part of the doctoral dissertation of the senior author (ret 1), were carried out under the stimulus and guidance of Pro"essor I,ul!!1 
lrocco and the sponsorship of the Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Foundation. The tlnal analysis and the co~putat!otl.s were completed at the NACA I,ewls lahoratory. 
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by examiniug exact solll Lions for tlte incompressible lamiull" 
boundary layer. It developed that a nearly' universal 
relation existed between these' quantities for fuvorable 
pressure gradients, and for Ildverse pressure gradients 
Thwaites selected a single representative relation. A unique 
correlation was chosen that reduced the solution of an incom-
pressible problem to the evaluation of a single integral.3 
Rott and Crabtree (ref. 23) recognized that, in the absence 
of heat transfer and with a Prllndtl number of 1, the Illh'g-
worth-Stewartson correlation between compressible and 
incompressible boundary-layer solutions (ref. 24) could be' 
used to extend Thwaites' method to inClude effects of 
compressibility. 
With the presence of heat transfer the application of 
Stewartson's transformation does not correlate a'given com-
pressible problem to an equivalent incompressible 'one. 
Thus, the universal relation previously describe(} is 1lot, 
adequate. Unfortunately, there is little possibility of 
establishing a family of universal relations with, for example, 
the wall temperature as the distinguishing parameter, since a 
variety of eXllct soiutions to this problem is not Ilvailable. 
However, one sllCh set of relations may be obtained from the 
solutions of references 11 to 13. 
In the present paper, after formulation of a nonlinear 
system 'of two first-order differential equations (with' the 
, , major restriction being it linear viscosity law), methods of 
solution arc developed depending on Thwaites' concept of 
universal functions. The functions used for this purpose 
arc evaluated from the solutions of reference 12 only. 
,\I BOUNDARY-LAYER EQUATIONS 
The equations of the-steady, tw~-dimensiorial compressible 
lamiriar boundary layer for perfect fluids are 
Continuity: 
° 0 ~ (pu)+~ (pv)=O 
ux uy 
Momentum: 
ou on op 0 ( OU)} pu-+pv-=--+- JI.-ox oy ox oy oy 
op 
-=0 
oy . 
Energy: 
u oh + v oh -u op +~ (!!:.... Oh)+ (011)2 
p ox P oy - ox oy Pr oy JI. oy 
(All symbols are defined in uppendix A.) 
The viscosity law to be assumed is 
JI. t 
-=X-Jl.o to 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Equation (4) is of the form taken by Chapman and Rubesin 
(ref. 5), ex'ccpt'that the reference conditions (Jl.o, to) arc free-
stream stagnation values, since, in' the case of pressure 
gradient,the local stream values arc not constant along the 
3 Other approaches, such as that of Young and 'Vlnterbottom (ref. 22), have resulted in 
expressions for the momentum thickness similar to that of Thwaitcs. In that analYSiS, 
however, the derivation was a modification of the Pohlhausen technique. The application 
of [\ correlation concept Was not proposed. 
How. The cOllSLallt X is used to match the viscosity with 
the Sutherluncl value at a desired location. If this location 
is assumed to be the surface, the result is 
(5) 
where 
k.,,=Sutherland's constant=I98.6° R (for air) 
Stewartson's transformation,-The velocities in the equa-
tions of motion (1) to (3) can be replaced through the 
definition of a stream function: 
(n 
Introducing the quantity X from equation (4), a slight modi-
fication of Stewartson's transformation (ref. 24) may be 
written: 
x' J'\ ae Pe dJ:} 
o ao po 
a J'vp y=....!. -dy 
ao 0 po 
(7) 
The transformed coordinates arc now represented by upper-
caSe letters (X, Y), and the subscript e refe!'s to local con-
ditions at the outer edge of the boundary layer (external). 
The subscript 0 refers to free-stream stagnation values. 
Applying equations (4) to (7) to the boundary-layer 
equations (1) to (3) and assuming that Pr and Cp are constant 
(but not yet requiring that Pr= 1) result in the following 
system: 
Ux+Fy=O ' 
UUx + FUy=UeUex(I+S)+voUyy 
(8) 
(9) 
Syy I-Pr -2- M~ U 2 
{
r (1' 1.) } UBx+VS,~," 1'r -p;:- H9
M
; [CU.)]" 
where the enthalpy term S is defined for convenience as 
S=h.'"7""1 
ho 
(10) 
(11) 
where hs is the local stagnation enthalpy. The stream 
function has been replaced by the transformed velocities 
(U, F) through the relations 
U;1/;y 
F;-1/;x 
(12) 
'rhe resulting relation het.ween the transformed and physical 
1 . d' 1 I ., . U ao ongltu llla ve OCltlCS IS =- 11,. 
ae 
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'The boundary conditions applicable to the system (8) to 
: (10) for a specified wall temperature arc 
U(X,O)=o 
V(X,O) = 0 
8 (X,o) = 8 w(X) 
lim8=O 
l"-.CXI 
lim U =Ll. (X) 
r-HD 
(13) , 
, Integral equations.-An alternate form of the momentum 
'equation may be obtained by suhtracting the momentum 
(equation (9) from the product of the continuity equa~ion 
: (8) and the quantity (Ue- U). 'This results in 
:[U(Ue- U)1x+W(Ue- U)]y+ U'x(Ue- U)+ 
UeU'x8=-voUyy (14) 
, 
i 
• If equation (14) is integrated with respect to Y between the 
Ilimits Y =0 and Y=A, where A is a constant distance normal 
, ; to the surface sufficiently large that the conditions 8--:,0 
,fand (J= Ue can both be satisfied, there results 
/x (OtrU~)+UeUexotT=VO(U y)y=o (15) 
I 
; where the transformed momentum thickness OtT and the 
; transformed displacement thicknes.s otr are defined as 
(16) 
, .' 
: By carrying out th~ indicated differentiation, equation (15) 
! can be put in the form ' 
(17) 
i This equation has the form of the conventional !Gtrm{m mo-
, mentum integral. 
i It should be noted that because of Stewartson's trans~ 
i formation a simple relation exists between the parameter 
; Otr and the actual physical momentum thickness o. This 
rela tion is 
'YH 
O=Po ~~ 0 =() (~)2('Y-ll 
, Pe ao tr tr te (18) 
• i Following a procedure with the energy equation similar to 
that for the momentum equation results in 
? 
! 
, ! 
i 
dE + (Jex E __ ~(a8) 
dX Ue -: PrUe aY IV 
I Where the convection thickness is defined by 
E= 8-dY J'~ U " o U a" 
/ 
(19) 
(20) 
The method presented in this report uses exact solutions 
to the boundary-layer equations including the criergy equa~ 
tion. Since both the skin-friction and heat-transfer param-
eters from the exact solutions are correlated with'n pnrametpr 
which is evaluated from only the momentum integral equa-
timi, it wiII not he n'eccssary to usc equations (19) and (20). // 
UEDUCED BOUNDAUY-LAYEU EQUATIONS ../ 
At this stnge; the relation govel'lling the houndary-laYN 
levelopment is equation (17), subject to the bouil(lary condi-
"ions (Otr)x=O=O or (0'r2,m where the suhscript 81' indicates 
,'-tn nation-point vniues. The former condition on Otr npplips 
whcn the boundary nycr is initiutcd without n stugnatioll 
point (such as in the case ·of It sllpersonic thin airfoil). The 
value of (0,r)8P depends on the value of (Uex)8P and on the 
surface temperature. At a stagnation poil~t) (Otr)8P=Ow 
-Vul u es ::of:-O ,;;:nrc::prescnted ::in=t.n bid. '" 
'-'n~fore consideration of a Sohltion thut depeilds On it cor-
relation similar to that of Thwnites, it is'expedient to trans-
form the preceding system of equations to u system involving 
dimensionless pnrametcrs. The correlation cOllcept will 
then be introduced and methods of solution developed. 
-I 
, W~PARAMETRIC FORM . 
The dimensionle~~ parameters, which are related' to...J.e~· 
appearing in equations (17) and (19), can be defllled and 
evaluated from the following expressions: 
Shear paramdter, or first-derivative parameter, 
(21) 
Correlation nU1p.her (relatcd to pressure gradient), or second-
derivative parameter, • 
( a2U) 
_" (' = _ Uex (J2 _ (J7r ~ w _ Uei 2 (t w)2(~) ~ n- - tr-u 8 
'>\:, Vo e 1+ w Vw te t. (22) 
Heat-transfer p~rameter; or third-derivative pa~ameter, 
;~\!) r == ()~T (a3~) =n() t w [~ (1)J 
", r" U. aY IV to ay ie w (23) 
In definitlOns (22) and (23), iise is made ,of the following 
relations, respectively: . 
(~;:)w =-U e::ex (1+8w) (24) 
which is obtained from equ~tion (9), and 
(a 8) . Vo (a 3U) aY w =-UeUex aYs w (25) 
which is ohtained hy differentiating equation (9) with respect 
to Y uncI evaluating the resulting expression at Y=O. 
If . . (7)' I . I' 1 I 20 trUe 1 'I equatlOll 1 IS mll tIP lC( )y --I t lOre resu ts 
, Vo 
(26) 
where Iltr=oo*r is the form factor for low-speed flow (Me ~ 0). 
tr , 
4 
" 
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TABLE I.-INITIAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS 
-1.0 
-.& 
-.4 
o 
1.0 
-1.0 
-.8 
-.4 
o 
1.0 
I'r=1 
, 1. 30 
, 1. "Ii 
, 2.1l4 
2.41i 
3.47 
1. 64 
1. S5 
2.25 
2.02 
3.49 
l
1'r=0.7 
(a) 
1. 21 
1.411 
2.m 
2.4fi 
3.54 
1.56 
1. 79 
2.22 
2.62 
3.55 
1'r=1 
en. (>tIn 
c • f,22 
c.MfI 
.5iO 
.ms 
0.700 
.712 
• i311 
.76!l 
.80n 
(a) Stagnation-point flow 1 
Nu/..[He;, 
I
l'r=o.7 1 (b) 
1'r=0.7 
(a) 
'l'wo-dillll'll.iollnl (/1=1) 
0.4as 
.452 
.474 
.49.1 
.5:13 
O.4ali 
.4!H 
.475 
.4U5 
.5:17 
A xJ:llly symmetric (/1= Yo) 
0.n07 
.m7 
.r.m 
. nn2 
.701 
O. (i1l7 
.621 
.64:l 
.662 
.708 
Pr=1 
, -O.liO 
, .0\2 
, . :14" 
.648 
1.3~(j 
• I 
I· 
-0.0771 I 
.0576 
.:118 
.5nn 
1.1C.5 
• These values arc obtained whsn C~S, (16) of ref. 12 are solv(~d for Pr=0.7, "'1.=0. 
b These values arc ohtalned hy multiplying the results for 1'r=1 hy (0.7) 0 ••• 
• Interpolated values from solutions of ref. 12. 
(b) Sharp edge or pointcd body 
Nu/..jRe", 
C,..jRe", 
1 
Pr=0.7 Pr=I. 
(a) 
'I'wo-d imensional 
0.664 I 0.332 I 0.295 
Axially symmetric 
1.150 I 0.575 I 0.510 
• 'I'hese values are obtained by multiplying 
the results for Pr= 1 by (0.7)1/3. 
1'r=1 
• O. 400 
'.384 
•. 338 
.292 
.177 
O.3CXl 
.28!1 
.21\U 
.24S 
.194 
TABLE II.-SVMMARY OF HEAT-TRANSFER AND WALL-
SHE A 1\ ETE S R PARA i' 'R I 
I 
S •• /I n I N r (CrRe", ) II" 
Nu P,-l 
------
-1.0 -0.326 0.1335 0 1.0845 0.0212 0 2.063 
-.3657 .1579 .0329 1.1804 .0307 .3381 1. 530 
-.3884 .1591 .0896 1.1382 .0359 .7939 1.013 
-.360 .1257 .1446 .9504 .0297 1. 224 .630 
-.30 .OU07 .1749 .7858 .0212 1. 493 .404 
-.14 .0343 .2063 .5590 .00774 1.830 .134 
0 0 .220 .440 0 2.000 0 
.50 -.0897 .2459 .1793 1-.0188 2.347 -.257 
, 2.00 
-.2938 .2829 -.2933 1-.0586 2.837 -.538 
-------
---r----
-0.8 -0.3088 0.1215 0 1.0305 0.0172 0 2.240 
-.325 .1304 .0312 1.0606 .0210 .3100 1. 828 
-.3285 .1298 .0436 1.0499 .0216 .4194 1.708 
-.3285 .1260 .0681 1.0185 .0220 .6245 1.501 
-.325 .1212 .0827 .9885 , .0216 .7438 1.396 
-.30 .1017 ,1214 .882 .• 0187 1.058 1.138 
-.14 .0355 .1935 .5781 .00642 1. 712 .692 
0 0 .220 .44 0 2. om .5tu 
.50 -.0837 '.2()78 .1676 -.0138 2. 59!! . III!! 
1. 50 -.2008 .317U -.1332 -.0313 3.263 -.OS:! 
2.00 -.2522 .3366 -.2517 -.0388 3.502 -.10Ci 
---.-------
-0.4 
-0.246 . 0.0899 0 0.9087 0.00679 0 3.041 
-.2483 .0894 .0300 
-:. .8968 .00730 .2941 2.679 
-.24 .0826 .0624- •. 8519 .00696 .5775 2.39!1 
-.20 .0615 .1210 •. 7379 .00554 1. 074 2.034 
0 0 '.220 .440 0 2.000 1. 556 
.50 -.0722 .30\9 .1442 -.00573 3.042 1.185 
2.00 -.1733 .3924 -.1713 -.0118 4.628 .75U 
------------
----
0 -0.1988 0.0681 0 0.822 0 0 4.032 
\ 
-.16 .0187 .1051 .701iS 0 .9480 3.0IJ4 
0 0 .220 .440 0 2.OIXI 2.5\1I 
.50 -.0602 .3220 .1232 0 3.436 2. :!lIS 
1.00 -.8029 • 35M 0 0 4.317 2.218 
1.60 -.1002 .3808 -.0748 0 5.122 5. 180 2.00 -.1064 .3892 -.1040 0 5.565 4 .152 
------
1.0 -0.1295 0.0417 0 0.7280 -0.00803 0 6.723 
-.10 .0294 .09798 .6476 -.00644 .8956 5.671 
0 0 .220 .440 0 .2.000 5.187 
.30 -.0334 .3277 .1558 .00607 3.602 5.493 
.50 -.0735 .3384 .0755 .00588 4.315 6.012 
1.00 -.0312 .3065 0 .00338 5.644 7.850 
1.50 -.0186 .2382 -.0114 .00133 6.662 . 11.125 
2.00 -.0089 .1663 -.0088 .0()()34 7.527 17.105 
ll.p 
l'ry::.l 
c -0.425 I 
o .oat ' 
01.1121 
2.218 
7. 8r~) 
-0.2;;7 
• JlI!! 
1.185 
2.2<JS 
6.012 
'. 
'i 
i 
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Now, if definitions (21) and (22) are inserted, equation (26)' 
becomes 
A similar procedure can be carried out with 
equation, altllOugh it is not necessary for the 
method herein presented. 
CORRELATION IN TERMS 01' 11 
(27) 
the 
If, in the definition of /lir (eq. (16), Sis set equal to zero, 
the form factor then becomes the same as that of Thwaites 
and equation (26) becomes Thwaites' momentum equation. 
If, in this case, physically valid relations Htr(n) and len) 
can be established, the equation can bc integrated and the 
problem is solved. The assumption of the form of the veloc-
I ity profile serves this purpose, and the resultant procedure is 
[1- the well-known Pohlhausen technique. (Kalikhman (ref. 16) was the first to carry the same approach over to the case 
• of the thermal profile.) Thwaites used the more direct ap-
proach) by determining whether universal relations Htr(n) 
and len) could possibly be established from the well-known 
exact solutions of the boundary-layer problem. An exami-
nation of these solutions proved that for favorable pressure, 
gradients a single relation for each of these quantities could 
be' established with a fair degree of accuracy, but for adverse 
pressure gradients the relations departed from each other 
considerably, as indicated for len) in figure 1 (taken from 
.4 r--::: ~ ~ .--Hortree (ref. 26) """ b- .--Howorth (ref. 25) . 
- Thwoites (ref. 21 ) ~ ,/,' ~ ., . ,r- Pohlhousen (method . ' , of ref. 15) 1"ioO;..- 1// f 
~ t-~ t--~~ 
--
1(n).2 
ovoroble Adverse 
r-' 
~ 
-
t-- pressure - t- prl!Ssure -
The concept of correlation is herein extended by the 
following major assumption: For the compressib~i!lar 
boundar.s.JaYl'r wjth ]H'ot t.ro.lIsf~· o.cl'os.s.....thlLSl.Uin.(!{), the 
.s~rk.tion-{l.l4U-lw..n..Wl~nsfel' pOl'l1l!!.eters lund r CUll he 
correlated only ill terms of the po.mmeters n Illld Sw. derived 
I.:~m the exact ~ns of reference 1:r.- - > 
. It is thus implied Umt the solutiolls of reference l~ 
. adequately represent the general boundary layer, although 
""'--icoHU;)'--l<U.:!rQ·e~(~le~'ll·li~ved for' Falkner-Skall ty e IV\.. ' 
As ill 0.11 firs -order boun ary- ayer theories, the pressure 
distribution (and consequently the external Velocity dis-
tributioll) is assumed to be known. Then the utility of the 
correlation may be stated as follows: If _'~_~~.n at 0. 
given point on the surface, (Jtr (and hence (J) canTmmediatcly 
be obtained from equation (22). If len) is a known function 
for the specified wall temperature, the wall shear is im-
mediately obtainable from equation (21). Similarly, if 
r(n) is known, the heat transfer can be found from equation 
(23). 
If the postulate of correlation in terms of nand Sw is 
'admitted, equation (27) becomes 
-Ue d~ (2
x
)=N(n,Sw) (28) 
where 
N(n,Sw)=2[n(H tr +2)+lj (29) 
This is the fundamental equation of the present method. 
Its solution, resulting in a determination of n~), is the first 
stage in solving for the boundary-laW"'Eliaracteristics . 
Then the function l(lI,Sw) is used to determine the wall 
shear, and the functroif"rCn.Sw) is used to determine the 
heat transfer. 
EVALUATION OF CORRELATION PARAMETERS. 
I The quantities l, n, and r definQd il\,.equations (21) to r\~ gradient gradient ~12 -.08 -.04 .08 .12 :':'t23 ), as evaluated from the solutions 'o'{ reference 12, ,are 
, 'I ~ isted in table II. An altern-ltte parameter to r for the de-
FIGURE I.-Skin-friction correlation of Thwaites (ref. 21) for incom-, termination of the heat transfer is the Reynolds analogy 
preesible flow over an insulated surface. 
a 
n 
.04 
ref. 21). Since the correlation technique requires the selec-
tion of a single relation between all boundary-layer quanti-
ties regardless of the history of the development of the spe-
cific boundary layer under Ifonsideration, the assumption of 
a single relation for all boundary layers is not exactly valid. 
Thwaites chose a relation for len) tllat would . match the 
Howarth solution (ref. 25) at separation. The Pohlhausen 
solution predicts separation to occur much later than any 
. of the other solutions in the sketch, while the Hartree solu-
tion (ref. 26) predicts separation to occur earlier than the 
Howarth solution. ' Stewartson (ref. 24) has indicated that 
under ?ertain c~itions Howarth's solution would predict 
separatIOn too l~.c·. 
With the exception of the described differences in the 
relation between boundary-layer qu'antities (due to the' 
selection of the solutions of ref. 12 for the ~valuation of the 
correlated quantities), the method of correlation' to be 
presented herein will eontain as special cases the mcthod of 
Thwaites for incompressible flow and the results of Rott 
and Crabtree for compressible flow over insulated surfaces. 
, . ,", 
parameter, defined as C~:w, relating the heat transfer to_ 
the skin friction. Because this (arbitrarily' chosen) parameter 
is herein determined from solutions for a Prandtl number of 
1.0, it' will be denoted (ON/Hew) as .,itu]Jpears. in tuble 
u Pr=l . 
II. It is related to r by 
(O,Rew) =_ 2Swnl Nu l'T=l r (30) 
The p~rameteI's l and (O~~w)pr=l as' functions of n 
and Sw are plotted against n in figures 2 and 3, respectively. 
The solid portions of the curves represent the solutions of 
rcf'erence 12. The reversal of the curves for Sw= 1.0 is 
associated with the velocity overshoot phenomenon discussed 
in reference 12. . 
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METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The solution of equation (28) obviously depends, on a 
knowledge of the term N(n,Sw)' This quantity was evalu-
~ ated from equation (29) and the associated formulas for 
l, n, and H tT • The results are shown in figure 4. It is to be 
noted that the curve for Sw:::::'O is nearly a straight line, and 
for all negative values of Sw the curves depart only slightly 
from this condition except in the range near separation -;;k~ where the curves become double-valued. For Sw>O (hot 
~:, wall) the curve is essentially straight except in the region of 
strong favorable gradients. 
-. 
• 
The examination of these curves and of equation (28) 
suggests two methods of determining the correlation number 
n. The first method is that of solving equation' (28) by 
numerical integration. The necessary numerical procedure, 
lwwever, is tedious, since' it involves integration of a first-
.order nonlinear nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equa-
tion.' Because a simpler method is available when the 
, f~e is isothermal, no numerical integration procedure 
J" r will?e presented he:e in deta~l. However, some integration 
Tf- relatIOns are stated III appendIx B. 
The second method; applicable when the surface tempera-
"ture is constant (or, presumably, nearly constant), will be 
termed the "linear method." This method uses the nearly 
linear shape of the curves of N against n for constant SW' 
It directly corresponds to the procedure of Thwaites for 
'ncompressible flow and to that of Rott and Crabtree for 
ompressible flow over insulated surfaces. - The curve of 
N against n for a given Sw is assumed represented by 
1.2 
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FIGURE 4.-Correlation of dimen~ionless momentum equation. 
N=A+Bn (31) 
If equation (31) is inserted in equation (28), a simple 
linear first-order equation results, which has for its solution 
':: n=-AU;:BUexixU~-ldX (32) 
If equation (32) is transformed to physical quantities by 
using Stewartson's transformation, there results for two-
dimensional flow 
:r; 
~=A(~)-K M!-'~ rL(~)K lIP/-l d (~) (33) p,!2. to Jo tf} L 
te . , 
, 
where K= 2 ~~= i), L is any fixed length, and the dimension-
less pressure gradient P' is given by 
(34) 
I t The left member of equation (33) has been arranged in a 
f form convenient for later use. li The determination of the coefficients A and B is as follows: 
~il If the straight line (31) is chosen to pass through the correct value of N at zero pressure gradient (n=O), then A=0.44 ; 1\ independent of Sw. In this case, only B is affected by the 
I
': presence of heat transfer. Figure 5 shows the values of 
16 
, 
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14 
'j 
V 
(I) Favorobl!l pressure gradient / Two-dimensional-~, 
Axisymmetric " r! closed body-~, 
'/ 
" / 
·V / 
(2) Small pressure gradient, (~:i noO -, ,_I V ............... 
12 
10 
B 
8 
! tx ~ ? :--.>-: 
~ :::::::-<'- (3) Adverse pressu re ~ gradient '. 
6 
~ ~ b:?' .l.----: ~ 
-;/ ~ -;:::/ ........ 4 
~ 
~1.0 
-.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 
Enthalpy function at wall, Sw 
.6 .8 1.0 
FIGURE 5.-Variation of B for lise in linear method of determining 
correlation number. 
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B(Sw) for the following choices of matching conditions: 
(1) The line (31) goes through the point corresponding to 
N=O (ue=O) in order to match the conditions at a stagnation 
point. Thus, for two-dimensional flow (N=O), 13= 
-0.44/~s7J' 
(2) The line (31) coincides with the tangent to the N(n) 
lines at n=O (small pressure gradients).' 
~ (3) The line (31) is selected to give good over-all agree-
~i- ment for unfavorable pressure gradients. 
W~' / If a better match with the CUrves of figure 4 is desired in .l7 ' calculating n for certain ranges of pressure gradient, a ~ tangent line to the curve of N against n may be chosen at a 
. desired' value of n. For instance, in considering the flow in 
l'the vicinity of a two-dimensional stagnation point with 
'Sw=-O.8, the tangent line through lj=O has the coefficients 
A=O.372, 13=2.53. The valuq of 13 is quite sensitive /to 
, ' \he matching assumption, especially in the region Sw>O 
\ I(fig. 5). However, the final value of n(x) is somewhat in-
,'sensitive to the value of 13, since \tllB·-termsi~volving 13 in 
equation (33) appear both inside and outside the integral in 
a compensating manner. The accuracy of the nl(~thod de-
breases, of course, in regions where the plots of figure 4 have 
large curvature. 
The calculation procedure is as follows:\Values of:li and 13 
are chosen for use in equation (33) either from figure 5 or 
from tangent-line considerations. The integration is then 
performed by using a suitable integration rille and a proper 
step size. It is recommended that the step, size chosen be 
as small as p~acticable in order to obtain re~ults which are 
reasonably smo~th. In some cases (e. g., near the boundary-
layer origin) it may be advisable to perforxh the integration 
by obtaining Taylor series expansions of the integrand in 
the variable (x/L). Then the .integration can he carried 
out in closed form, corresponding effectively to zero step 
SIze. 
There are two possible starting conditions in a boundary-
layer calculation: (a) that of a sharp edge, that is, 0=0, 
n=O; or (b) the stagnation point, where Ue=ue=O. In 
using the linear method, the starting conditions are auto-
matically satisfied if the chosen line (31) goes throug.h the 
correct starting point N(n). Thus, if matching condition 
(a) is used, both possible starting conditions can be satisfied, 
since the corresponding line (31) passes through, the curve 
from the exact solutions at hoth n=O (N=0.44) and, for 
'the two-dimensional flow, at N=O (n sp=-0.44j13). Values 
of n for stagnation-point flow taken from figure 4 arc shown 
in figure 6. 
The corresponding relations and procedure for axially 
symmetric flow based on Mangler's transformation (ref. 27) 
are presented in appendix C. 
It is sometimes helpful to have an analytical expression 
for the initial variation of correlation number as a check on 
the nu'merical calculations. The initial variation of n with 
x for the various starting conditions,_ as represented by the 
d · . (dn) . d' d . d' D envatlve -d ,IS Iscusse III appen IX . 
X X=O • 
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FIGURE 6.-Effect of wall temperature on correlation number. for 
~ various pressure gradients. 
1ft BOUND:-J't.:'iY~ACT~RISTICS 
1¢ On e the correlation number n is determined as a function 
I 
: of x, it is possible to obtain l and from figures 
PT=l 
,2 and 3, respectively. Then, the local skin-friction coefficient 
and heat transfer are easily calculated from the following 
relations, which apply to both two-dimensional and axially 
symmetric flows: 
"-iJ! 
F I 1 fi . . ~-.. 0' T w R UeX N j rom t lC (e mtUJllS r=-l--' ew=-., U 
• 2 Vw 
'2 PwUe 
and from equations (21) and (22), it follows that 
:1 i.f'!rvRe 2lJ_:e ~;=2l /I.p,~ 
,'IV' w te -V n , 
• .1 ' n- , 
. to :' 
(3[,) 
It may be noted that, at a stagnation point, equation (35) 
reduces to ' 
(36) 
Once Or is determined, the heat transfer may be calculated 
from curves of the Reynolds anal.ogy parameter against corre-
lation number of figure 3, by using the relation 
Nu 
.vRew 
(37\ 
( 
" 
I 
I 
. . 
. " 
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In utilizing equations (35) to (37), it is useful to have the 
initial values of the parameters. These values are listed hi 
table T. ;' 
The calculations thus far have been for Pr= 1.0. The 
effect of Prandtl number on skin friction is small and is there-
'fore usually neglected. It can be seen from table I that, for 
stagnation-point flow, the maximum difference in the quan-
tity CrVRew bet"'een solutions for·Pr=1.0 and Pr=0.7 is 
about 7 percent. With regard to heat transfer, Tifford and 
Chu (ref. 28) have found, from solutions with constant fluid 
properties, that the effect of Prandtl num.ber on heat transfer 
can be account~d for by multiplying (.JNU) by (Pr)a. 
Rew PT=! 
Using this approximation, equation (37) becomes 
.1 . 
(38) 
Values of a suggested in reference 28 are as follows: For 
small pressure gradients, a= ~~; for large adverse pressure 
gradients, a= 7~; and for extremely favorable gradients, a= ~~. 
Squire (ref. 29) has indicated that a=O.4 is adequate for 
stagnation-point flows. Recently obtained solutions (ref. 30) 
of equations (16) of reference 12 for (3=1, Pr=0.7, and 
Me-"> co show that this type of correction may be adequate 
for all compressible boundary-layer calculations. . 
It'should be noted that, in the definition of Nusselt' 
number, the tempe~ature difference in the denominator was 
assumed to be (taw-tw). Since for Pr= 1 the recovery 
temperature is to, the present calculations (based on those of 
ref. 12) can give no indication of the adiabatic wall tempera-
ture for Pr>=1. For a first approximation, it may be reason-
able to calculate taw by using a temperature recovery factor 
of (Pr)!/2. This is the well-known expression for recovery 
factor for the case of high-speed flow -\vith zero pressure 
gradient. The adequacy of its application to high-speed 
flows with large pressure gradients is not well established. 
The physical momentum thickness is determined from 
J
-
x 
n'-
. 0 te L 
. r.JRew=tw p/~ 
, te 
(39) 
The displacement thickness 0* may be calculated by using 
the following simple expression for the ratio of displacement 
, thickness to momentum thickness: 
0* ')'-1 '. H=8=HIT+-2-1li.~(HIT+1) (40) 
In reference 23, this expression was derived for flows over 
insulated surfaces with Pr= 1. Equation (40) is valid for 
noninsulated surfaces as well. The dependence qf HIT upon 
wall temperature and 'n is presented in figure 7. With large 
amounts of cooling in favorable-pressure-gradient flows, it is 
seen that negative form factors (and hence negative dis-
placement thicknesses) result. This occurs because the sur-
face cooling produces an increase in density near the 'wall, so 
§ 
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FIGURE 7.-Form-factor' c·orrelation. 
that there is more mass flow per unit flow area within the 
boundary layer than in the external flow. 
The over-all thickness 0 of a boundary layer calculated 
from exact solutions is a quantity not uniquely defined. Its 
value depends on the value of the velocity ratio UB that is 
. U
e 
chosen to represent the outer edge of the boundary layer. 
However, for a given value of the velocity ratio (less than 1) 
there is a single value for thickness. The ratio of this over-ail 
thickness to the momentum thickness is given by the expres-
SlOn 
(41) 
The quantity OOIT is that for low-speed flow (Me=O) which 
IT 
has been evaluated from the solutions of reference 12 and is 
presented in figure 8 as a function of correlation number 1/. 
for uB=0.995 . 
Ue 
, . The mass flow in the boundary layer is related to the differ-
en~e, (0-0*) and may be obtained by subtracting equation 
(40) from equation (41), which finally results in 
1B pudy 
__ 0 __ =(OIT -HIT) (J 
PeUe OtT 
(42) 
" 
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FIGURE S.-Oyer-all thickness correlation (~:=O.995)-
The quantity OOlT -HIT is 5.35 for the flat plate and, as can 
If 
be seen from the information in figures 7 and 8, varies from 
about 4.5 for adverse pressure gradients to about 6.5 for 
favorable pressure gradients. 01' 
LIMITS DUE TO AVAILABLE EXACT SOLUTIONS 
The curves of figures 2 and 3 are termina ted at the boundary-
layer separation point on one end and at the value of the 
correlation number.n at the other end, :which corresponds to 
the most favorable pressure gradient that can be represe~ted 
by the Falkner-Skan type solutions of reference 12. How-
ever, one may conceive a flow that contains values of n more 
negative than the latter limit. For example, if a boundary 
layer is allowed to grow on a flat plate until the momentum 
thickness has an arbitrary value and is then subjected to a 
favorable pressure gradient (Uex>0) , equation (22) shows 
that n might be made arbitrarily negative. Similarly, large 
negative values of n may arise if a strong favorable pressure 
gradient is maintained for some distance along a surface, 
such as in a nozzle. Under such circumstances it would be 
necessary to extend the curves of figures 2, 3, and 7 in order 
to use the correlation method presented herein. Such exten-
sion is not possible by means of Falkner-Skan type solutions. 
It is thus apparent that there are types of problems for 
which the presently available correlations are not adequate. 
To establish correlations in that regime would require exact 
boundary-layer solutions. f.or large favorable pressure gra-
dients of a form different from that of reference 12. Such 
solutions are not known to the authors at this time. The 
I ,. 
\ 
i ( 
extended portions of the curves' in figures 2, 3, and'7 for 
Sw=-0.8 were drawn to enable the completion of example 
II in the following section. The adequacy of this extension 
is not known. 
EXAMPLES 
An important test of the method developed is the com-
parison of the fiIlftI results for practical problems with the 
findings of other theories or with experimental results. 
I. SUPERSONIC SURFACES 
The linear method for determining the correlation number 
n is applied to the calculation of skin friction and heat 
transfer for the two supersonic surfaces at Mach number 3.0 
calculated in reference 6. These surfaces' are shown in 
figure 9. 
y 
L 
.05 
o 
.05 
o 
Favorable 
pressure 
gradient 
Adverse 
pressure 
gradient 
x/L 
x/L 
FIGURE g.-Supersonic surfaces of example 1. 
A comparison is made, in the following table, between the 
results obtained by using the linear method and those ob- . 
tained by using Low's perturbation method with Pr=0.72 
(ref. 6). The comparison is made for a hot wall, an insulated 
wall, and a cold wall at x/L=l (see fig. 9). A value of a of 
1/3 was used in these calculations. 
(CI..jRew).'L~' (Nul..,fRe;).~L-l 
Irad:ellt 
Heat·trans!er 
condition Linear Low Linear Low 
method, (ref. 6), method, (ref. 6), 
, Pr=1 Pr=0.72 corrected Pr=0.72 
for Pr 
! 
Favorable. Cold waH (Sw=-0.9). 0.680 0.679 0.270 0.271 Insulated waH ... _____ 
.877 .876 
---:284---
---::iI8--Hot waH (Sw=0.61) ___ 1.031 1.048 
Adverse ___ Cold waH (Sw= -0.9)_ 0.645 0.661 I--~~~~~--- .. 0.307 I Insulated waIL .. _____ .406 .475 ---:277--Hot waH (Sw=0.43) ___ 1 .256 .386 ' .274 
A comparison'of values indicates agreement of skin friction 
within 2 percent in the case of a favorable pressure gradient. 
For the adverse-pressure-gradien t cases, reasonable agreement 
... ", of. 
" 
'. 
.. 
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is obtained for the cold wall, although for the insulated and 
hot walls a large difference is obtained. This difference is 
due essentially to the fact that, in the case of an adverse 
pressure gradient, the solutions of Low (ref. 6), which re-
semble the series-type solution of Howarth (ref. 25), depart 
from Falkner-Skan type solutions such as that of Hartree 
(ref. 26) (e. g., fig. 1). An importp,l}t c~msideration for the 
case of the heated surface with an adverse pressure gradient 
is that the flow is closer to separation than appears permissi-
ble for a theory based on small pressure gmdients such as 
that of reference 6; therefore, for this cuse the present calcu-
lation may be the more reliable. Some of tho diffm'ollcll ill 
the preceding table muy also be a P1'I1ndtl numbCl; effect. 
Good agreement is also obtained for heat transfer except 
for the case of the heated surface with favorable pressure 
gradient. Some of that difference might also be a Prandtl . 
number effect. 
II. AXISYMMETIUC CONVEItGENT.D1VEItGENT ItOCKET NOZZLE 
The second example, thut of a rocket nozzle, is one involv-
ing both large pressure grudients and heat transfer. The 
nozzle chosen is illustrated in figure 10. It has a 25° half-
angle convergent section and a 15° half-angle divergent 
section. The combustion-chamber stagnation pressure is 
assumed to be 500 pounds per square inch absolnte, the 
stagnation temperature is taken as 4000° R, and the Prandtl 
number is assumed to be 0.78. The nozzle wall is assumed 
cooled to a uniform temperature of 800° R, which corre-
sponds to Sw= -0.8. For the assumed 3-incll throat di-
I 
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Jo'IGum~ lO.-Variation of correlation number in rocket nozzle. 
6 
ameter, the rocket has a nominal thrust of 5550 pounds for 
l' . 1.3. Local static conditions along the nozzle wall Were 
obtained using one-dimensional flow relations. 
The elilculntion WIIS performed by the linear method with 
A=o.a72 lind B=2.53. In order to eliminate the effect 
of step size in the initinl portion of the illtegmtioll, a series 
expallsion of the integrand was used for 6 ~ (x/D)<O.5. 
For (x/D) >0.5, th~ step size takm{ wnf! 0.1. . The resulting 
vnrintion of n in the 11Q7,zIe is nIso shown infigure 10. It is 
seen tlwl, ill It pot,tion of the nozzle including the thront 
(1.2«x/IJ)<a.5), "nllles of n 'nrc obtained which require 
usc of an extonded correlation curvo as discussed earlier, in 
• order to calculate skin friction, heat traJ1Rfer, and displace-
ment thickness. No extrnpolfttion is llcedcd to obtain 
'momentum thickness, since the momentum thickness is 
related to n through equation (3D). 
The calculated local heat-transfer rates liS ,veIl ns displace-
ment and momentum thickne'ss are shown in figure 11. It 
. is seen tllitt large rates of cooling are required in titO neighbol'-
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hood of the stagnation point and the nozzle throat. If the 
cooling were to become insufficient, these seem to be the most 
likely locations of failme. The required 10cIII cooling I'll to 
'to mllintnin constnllt wall temperature decreases Flhnl'ply 
beyond the thront of the nozzle. 
In the absence of more appropriate information, it has 
been customury in recent years to use flat-plate heat-trnllsfer 
rehttions in estimating heat transfer in n nozzle. The use 
of such n relation in the CUl'l'ent problem (NuN Rew=O.a05 
for ]>r=0.78) yields vnlucs indicnted in figure 10. It is 
soen lhnt for this problom the flat-plnte relntion seriously 
underestimlltes the umount of cooling required over u large 
part of the nozzle. This illustrates the importance of con-
sidering the effects of pressure gradient on heat transfer. 
The momentum thickness is seen to reach a minimum 
value ut the nozzle throat. The displacement thickness 
is n small positive quantity at the stugnution point but is 
negntive for most of the con~ergent section as well as in 
·the vicinity of the throat.4 The over-all thickness (not 
shown on the figure) varies from 6.1 to 7.7 times the momentum 
thickness in going from the initial stagnation point to the 
nozzle exit. ' 
The use of different values of A and B in performing the 
numerical integration would have approximately the' fol-
lowing effect: With the values. A=0,44 and B=3.0 (from 
fig. 5), the momentum thickness would be about 10 percent 
smaller in the vicinity of tht\ throat than the values in figure 11 
and would be within 5 percent of the presented values over 
the rest of the nozzle. With A=0.335 and B=2.34, the 
momentum thickness at the throat would be about 6 percent 
larger than the value presented. The effects of varying 
• This unusual result produces tho Interesting possibility that, for a rocket nozzle with 
cooled walls and viscid flow, a mass discharge coefficient based on throat area, generally 
assumed to be less than 1 because of bonndary-Iayer "blockage" at tlJe throat, may actually 
exceed 1. A distinction exists between this phenomenon and that of negatiYe momentum 
thickness (refs. I, 10, and 12) associated with velOCity overshoot. 
A and B on skin friction and heat transfer would be less ,I 
than 3 percent at the throat. 
CONCLUDING UEMAUKS 
The Ilpplication of SLewartson's' trunsforlllation to the 
compressible laminat'-boundary-layer equations with heltt 
transfer yielded a simple first-order system of ordinary 
clifl'erelltinl equations, the first of which is very similar to 
the K£mu(LIl momentum integral. Dimensionless shear Ilnd 
heat-transfer parameters were defined. The assumption of 
correlation of' these parameters in terms of a momentum 
parameter resulted in It complete system of relations for 
caleulating skin friction and heat transfer. Knowledge of 
velocity or temperature profiles is not necessary in using 
this calculation method. Procedures for the calculation 
of the longitudinal distribution of correlation number are 
presented, which include as special cases the method of 
Thwaites and that of Rott and Crabtree. The dimensionless 
parameters introduced herein were evaluated from the exact 
solutions of reference 12. 
Calculations of an example involving small pressure 
gradients 'have shown reasonable agreement between this 
method and the perturbation method of reference 6 over 
the same range of Mach number, pressure gradient, and, 
heat transfer. 
The method is also applied to the calculation of heat 
transfer and displacement th~ckness in a highly cooled, 
convergent-divergent, axially symmetric rocket nozzle. The 
results of this calculation show that high rates of heat transfer 
are obtained at the initial stagnation point and at the throat 
of the nozzle. Also indicated arc negative displacement 
thicknesses in the convergent portion of the nozzle; these 
occur because of the high density within the lower portions 
of the cooled boundary layer . 
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APPENDIX A ~'W!! 
SYMBOLS 
constant from N=A+lin 
sonic velocity 
constant from N=A+Hn 
local skin-friction coefficient, 0,= 2T ~) 
Pw
U
' 
specific heat at constant prcsslIl'e 
nozzle-throat diameter 
, J.a U 
convection thickness, E= 0 S U. dY 
form factor, H==o*IO 
physical form factor for M. "" 0, HIT=OO;T 
IT 
enthalpy 
31'-1 
2(')'-1) 
therm'al conductivity 
Sutherland's constant 
arbitrary length 
dimensionless shear parameter, l= ~: (~¥) w 
Mach number 
exponent from Falkner-Skan external velocity distri-
bution U.=OXm 
momentum parameter, N=2[n(HIT +2)+lj 
x(~)w 
Nusseltnumber, Nu= t -t 
aw w 
, U'XO~T 
correlatlOnnumber, n==----
, Vo 
L dp. 
d' ' , 1 d' P' P. dx ImenSlon ess pressure gra lOnt, = 'YM2 
. . 
Prandtl number, Pr=)J.ZTJ 
statIc pre:'lSUfe 
radius of axisymmetric hody 
11 h 1) pwu.X Reyno (s num er, tew=--)J.w 
heat-transfer parameter, r=nO ~: [()~I (f.) Jw 
enthalpy function, S=~:-l 
/ 
u 
u 
V 
v 
X 
x 
y 
y 
a 
{3 
l' 
o 
0* 
o 
v 
P 
T 
static temperature 
adiabatic wall temperature 
au transformed longitudinal velocity, U =U --=ifiy 
ae 
longitudinal veloeity component 
transformed nOl'ln.al velocity, F = -ifix 
normal velocity component 
transformed coordinate along surfaee, X =J'" A P. a. dx 
o poao 
eoordinate along surfaee 
transformed normal coordinate, y=a. j'U Ldy 
. - aoopo 
normal coord ina to 
exponent of Prandtl number in Reynolds analogy 
parameter 
2m pressure-gradient parameter, (3= m+ 1 
ratio of specific heats 
over-all thickness 
displacement thickness 
momentum thickness 
A=()J.I)J.o)=(to+ksu) rt: 
(tlt o) tw+ksu '\j To 
dynamic viscosity 
kinematic viscosity, v=)J./p 
mass density 
()u 
shear stress, T == w;;:-
uy 
stream function, eq, (6) 
Subscripts: 
. e 
8 
8p 
tr 
w 
o 
1 
local flow ou~side boundary layer (external) 
local stagnation value 
stagnatiol\ point 
assoeiated transformed quantity 
wall or surface value 
free-stream stagnation value 
initial value 
A coordinate used as subscript denotes differentiation 
with respect to the coordinate, 
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APPENDIX B 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION METHOD 
METHOD 
'l'he most direct method of solving equation (28) is by 
numerical integration, using the calculated curves of N(n,Sw) 
for determination of the righ~ member. 
An integration procedure may be simply indicated by 
direct integration of equation (28). The resultant integral 
equation can be written: 
For two-dimensional flow, 
Uex [ (U) (X NCn) dX] 
n= (Uex)! nl- ex 1Jo u-; (Hl) 
For an axially symmetric closed body, through Mangler's 
trnnsformation (ref. 26),. 
__ Uex (X NH2 d"v' 
n- ]l2 Jo U
e 
L\. (B2a) 
Since the integrands contain N(n), which is unknown at 
this point, no simple evaluation is possible. In fact,' these 
equations are actually only a condensed notation of the pro-
cedure to be followed. The integration must be carried out 
piecemeal, alternating with determination of the left member 
of the equation and iterating for accuracy. 
The necessity of working with the transformed coordinates 
can be eliminated ,by considering the Stewartson trans-
formation from Ue to U e• For example, in physical coordi-
nates equation (B2a) becomes 
n 
P'~ 
te 
'(M ao~) £ Nll2 d (!!..) 
• a. P. J'L L 
R2 0 (M. ~po) 
at P. 
(B2b) 
'where L is any fixed length, and the, dimensionless pressure 
gradient P' is given by 
L ~'P.!. L dPe 
p,_~_P. dx (B3) 
- P.u~ - "1M; 
Similarly, if the isentropic relation p/p"Y=coIlstant is used 
in equations (31) and (32) and if the Stewartson transfor-
mation is applied, there results: 
For two-dimensional flow, 
. K{ (INdG:) nj '} ~=Me (~) Jo Ai (!!2)K [_elM. J (B4) 
P' ~ c e f e I (:£) 
t. :..( L ! 
For an axially symmetric flow (closed body), 
3"1-1 wher~ K----· 2("1-1) 
INITIAL V ALVES 
(B5) 
When the numerical integration method is used, certain 
considerations are necessary in order to start the solution 
properly. There are two possible starting conditions: 
(1) sharp edge or pointed body, where 0=0 and n=O, and 
(2) stagnation point, where U.=ue=O. 
In the case of a boundary layer starting from a stagnation 
point, the initial value n! of n is determined from the concli-
tion U.=O, U.x=constant in equation (28). For two-
dimensional stagnation-point flow, the Hartree pressure-
gradient parameter f3 is equal to 1.0. Since, for the Falkner-
. 1 N 2 (f3 - 1) .. tl t Skan type flow conslderc(, =--f3-- n, It IS seen lU 
N=O at a two-dimensional stagnation point. This fixes n 
at the values shown in figure 6, which werc obtained from 
figure 4. For axisymmetric stagnation-point flow over a 
closed body, f3= ~6 (ref. 31), so thatN!=-2n!. The values of 
n! for- axially symmetric stagnation-point flow over a closed 
body as obtained from figure 4 are also shown in figure 6. 
For the stagnation-point flow over the blunt lip of an open 
axisymmetric body, nap can be shown to have the two-
dimensional value. 
. , 
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APPENDIX G 
,LINEAR METHOD FOR AXISYMMETRIC FLOW 
For axisymmetric flows, the following equation, which is 
equivalent to equation (33), is obtained by application of the' 
transformation of Mangler (ref. 27): 
" n (te)-K M~-B rL(te)K R2 (X) p'~ =A To J[2 Jo To M!-IJ d L 
te 
(01) 
where R=R(x) is the mdius of the body at station x, 
3'Y- 1 
[(=2('Y- 1)' .and 
L ~[i-" 
p' dx 
='YPeM; 
In evalil~ting the coefficients A and B of the stl'l1ight line 
N=A+Bn (31) 
A may be chosen as 0.44 so that the line (31) passes through 
the correct value of N at n=O. The choice of B may be 
made so that the line (31) goes through the point where 
N=-2n in order to match the conditions at an axisymmetric 
stagnation point. In that event, B= _(0.44 +2). For 
n.p 
achieving better agreement with the curves of figure 3 in 
certain ranges of pressure gradient, a tangent, line to tho' 
curve of N against n may he chosen as was indicated for 
two-dimensional flow. 
The three possible starting conditions are: (1) For a 
pointed body, 0=0, n=O. (2) For a stagnation point on It 
dosed body, Ue=ue=O so that N= -2n. Values of n .• p for 
this axisymmetric stagnation point are shown in figure [) and 
indicated in table II for {3= %. (3) For a stagnation point 
on the blunt lip of an open axisymmetric body, it can he 
shown using the axisymmetric form of equation (28) that 
N=O so that n.p is that for two-dimensional flow. 
APPENDIX D 
INITIAL VARIATION' OF CORRELATION NUMBER 
It is sometimes helpful to have an analytical expression for 
the initial variation of correlation number as a check on 
the numerical calculations. The following expressions for 
(ddn) are determined from equ~tion (28): x ".0 
TWO·DlMENSIONAL FLOW 
Sharp edge: 
(Dl) 
Stagnation point (blunt body): 
( dn) _ ,!~.p (Ue"x) dx hO- 1 +(dM ue:.p 
dn}.p , 
(D2) 
AXISYMMETRIC FLOW 
FOl' axisymmetric flow the initial derivatives must be 
evaluated from the following equation: 
(D3) 
Closed body.-
Pointed nose: 
Stagnation point (blunt n03e): 
( dn) n.p [? (,!!ezx) _(Nxx) ] dx ,,=0 l+(dN) - u'r 8p II" 8p 
dn 811 
Open body.-
Sharp lip: 
.(dn) --044 (Ue,,) (~) 
dx x=p- . U e x=o te "=0 
Stagnation point (blunt lip): 
(D4) 
(D5) 
(DB) 
(D7) 
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